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Abstract

In this thesis, some new polyhedral models for nanotubes are examined. The conventional rolled-up model for carbon nanotubes assumes that a flat sheet of graphene is rolled into a seamless right circular cylinder and therefore in terms of the geometric parameters, the curvature inherent in the structure of nanotubes is not taken into account. The conventional rolled-up model of nanotubes completely ignores any effects due to curvature while the existing ideal polyhedral models for single-walled carbon nanotubes and boron nitride nanotubes, which are both hexagonal structures, are known to give predictions for the geometric parameters of the tube which are in excellent agreement with computational studies (molecular dynamics simulations and ab initio calculations). In this thesis the notion of an ideal polyhedral model is extended to silicon and boron nanotubes, which adopt respectively squares or skew rhombi and flat equilateral triangles as their structure. The silicon nanotubes considered here are assumed to be formed by $sp^3$ hybridization and thus the nanotube lattice is assumed to comprise only squares or skew rhombi. The boron nanotubes considered here are assumed to be formed by complex bonding type and therefore the nanotube lattice is assumed to comprise a triangular pattern. From molecular dynamics simulation results for carbon nanotubes and silicon nanotubes, the bond lengths are known to vary depending upon the bond direction. Often this aspect can not be ignored and therefore in this thesis both the conventional and the ideal polyhedral models are extended to include distinct bond lengths, and specifically for carbon, silicon and boron nanotubes. These general models are shown to be in excellent agreement with computational studies.

We first present the standard geometric parameters for the conventional nanotube model. Noting again that the curvature inherent in this model is completely ignored, for the ideal polyhedral model for silicon nanotubes we begin with three
fundamental postulates, while for boron nanotubes we begin with two fundamental postulates. After some application of straightforward geometry, trigonometry and algebra, new formulae are derived which provide precise analytical expressions for geometric parameters such as radii, bond angles and thickness. Asymptotic expansions of these equations for quantities up to the first two orders of magnitude show that the first term gives the conventional model, while the second term may be viewed as a first-order correction to the conventional model. Geometric properties of ultra-small nanotubes are examined which have certain extreme faceted structures.

Both the conventional and the ideal polyhedral models are then extended to include distinct bond lengths, including a general rolled-up model and a general polyhedral model. The general polyhedral model is similar to the ideal polyhedral model in that it is also based on certain well-defined postulates. For carbon nanotubes there are two general polyhedral models, termed Model I and II. Model I is a polyhedral model with distinct bond lengths and distinct bond angles. Model II is a polyhedral model with distinct bond lengths but with equal bond angles. In other words, the difference between the two carbon models is the assumed values of the bond angles. Model I assumes three prescribed distinct bond angles while Model II assumes that all the bond angles are the same. For both the silicon and boron nanotubes, there is only one general polyhedral model. From asymptotic expansions, the general polyhedral models include the rolled-up and ideal models or corresponding general cases, and therefore the general polyhedral model incorporates both rolled-up models and the ideal polyhedral model. Finally, the ideal polyhedral model and the general polyhedral model are compared with results obtained from molecular dynamics simulations and ab initio calculations. The ideal polyhedral models appear to be in good agreement with simulation results, and the results for the general polyhedral models and other computational studies are also in excellent agreement.

In summary, the major original contribution contained in this thesis is a development of the existing ideal polyhedral models to encompass squares or skew rhombi and flat equilateral triangles for silicon and boron nanotubes respectively. We also provide new general polyhedral models for hexagonal, skew rhombi and flat equilateral triangular structures which incorporate distinct bond lengths.
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